Norms, Circumstances And Development In 14 Century In
The Wife Of Bath Tale
The Cantebury Tales, composed by Geoffrey Chaucer during the fourteenth century,
investigates the stories told by different characters for a prize of one night at the Canterbury Inn.
One character specifically, the Wife of Bath, recounts to a story which article against the present
norms of the fourteenth century. While the Wife of Bath difficulties the social standards of the
fourteenth century, the possibility of a development attitude can likewise be seen close to the
finish of the story through the exchange between the Knight and the Old Hag. The Wife of Bath
makes utilization of the character's characters and the general circumstance of the story to
restrict the present normalities of the fourteenth century just as showing the idea of a
development mentality.
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Before The Wife of Bath's story starts, various variations from the norm in her way of life would
already be able to be seen. Immediately, the Wife of Bath makes reference to that, ”There’ll be
no marrying for me this year!”(Chaucer 6) Be that as it may, during the fourteenth century,
ladies were typically expected to and sought after marriage at a youthful age. In spite of the fact
that The Wife of Bath's choice to not wed again is unordinary since it was exceptionally wanted
among the individuals who pursued Christianity. Also, all through the real Tale of The Wife of
Bath, the idea that ladies are mediocre compared to men is dismissed. Before the Knight's
condemning, the Queen requests that the lord will.
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Not exclusively does The Wife of Bath's Tale item to the social standards of the fourteenth
century, yet the possibility of a development outlook can likewise be seen through the story's
result. Close to the finish of the story the knight is looked with a choice whether to have his
significant other stays old and monstrous yet faithful or, youthful and wonderful however
unfaithful. Again the knight leaves the decision to his better half expressing,” I leave the matter
to your wise decision.”(Chaucer 407) Not exclusively does the knight's choice test the state of
affairs of this time however, it likewise shows a development mentality as he utilizes past
understanding to base his judgment. At long last, the use of a development outlook can be seen
during this current knight's condemning from the sovereign. The sovereign awards the knight,
”A twelvemonth and a day to seek and learn”(Chaucer 85) In any case, the knight goes over
shifting answers yet, in any case, keep on looking for a definitive thing ladies want. In spite of
the knight's disappointment from fluctuating answers, his remaining parts on the mission to
respect his code of chivalry.
In various occasions all through, The Wife of Bath's Tale, it is apparent that the norms or
normalities of the period are always tested. Numerous cases in the story make circumstances in
which the possibility of ladies being mediocre compared to men is broken. The Knight's
condemning and his choice to give his better half a definitive decision exhibits the social
difficulties all through the story. In conclusion, The Wife of Bath's Tale additionally exhibits the
possibility of a development outlook through the knight's learning on past choices. Generally
speaking, The Wife of Bath's Tale settles on the use of the circumstances and decisions that the
characters must experience to challenge norms and show a development outlook.
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